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Gem Trees at the library:

Club Activities –
February Club Meeting:

Our next meeting is Wednesday February
18th at Hauberg Civic Center in Rock Island,
IL at 6pm.
Wire Wrapping workshop: Saturday February
21st
1-4pm at the
Davenport Public
Library on Eastern
Ave. Rm. A – located
across the Coffee
Shop area. Come coil
and weave with us.
Please bring any supplies you may have: stone, bead,
tools, etc. We will try to supply whatever you may not
have in order to create your pendant.

We had a nice time at our January Gem Tree
workshop. We had a turnout of both new and
experiences tree makers which meant that
everyone got something out of it. With all the
different ways for making gem trees we got to
learn some new techniques.

Dues are Due -Membership dues for 2015 are due; If you have
joined the club September or later in 2014 your
dues are already paid. Please make checks
payable to BlackHawk Gem and Mineral Club
and mail to:
Kellie Moore
718 Franklin Ave Davenport. IA 52806
Individuals - $15.00
Senior Individual - $10.00
Senior Couple - $12.00
Family - $20.00
To ensure that you are not dropped from the
Newsletter roster, please submit your payment
before the end of April.
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I enjoyed meeting with some new members
and learning some new ideas myself.

7) Tanzanite is an Official Birthstone for the Month
of December?
A) True
B) False
8) Hematite is what Color?
A) Black C) Shades of Green
B) Dark Blue D) Steel Grey
9) Is Color a reliable Characteristic that can be used
to Identify a Gemstone?
A) Yes
B) No
10) Which is NOT a Hue of Color?
A) Red C) Black
B) Blue D) Green
(Answers on Page 7)
Via Rock, Pick and Chisel Oct 2014 Vol 14. No . 10

Thank you to all that came.

------------- >oo\<

By Kellie Moore
------------- >oo\<

☯ >/oo< -------------

January Birthstone - Garnet

☯ >/oo< -------------

The Lapidarist’s Notebook
It’s time for a bit of fun, again!
1) For a Rock to be considered a Gemstone, it
MUST have great what?
A) Clarity C) Beauty
B) Color D) Abundance
2) The Birthstone for which Month is considered a
Kaleidoscope?
A) April C) September
B) June D) October
3) Hardness in Gemstones refers to what?
A) Its Resistance to Scratching
B) Its Durability
C) Its position on the Moh’s Scale
D) Its ability to break along Planar Surfaces
4) Transparent Beryl is what Gemstone?
A) White Sapphire C) Cubic Zirconia
B) Aquamarine D) Watermelon Tourmaline
5) Are Synthetic Gemstones considered a Mineral?
A) Yes
B) No
6) Out of all the Gemstones in the World, NONE
have the occurrence of Gold in them?
A) True
B) False

Grossular garnet photo by Rob Lavinsky

Garnet comprises a group of minerals, only a
fraction of which are gem quality. Most are mined
for industrial purposes (we'll talk about that later).
The most popular gem color is a deep fiery red,
although green garnets such as tsavorite turn up
fairly frequently at the jewelry counters as well.
Crystals in the garnet family come in a range of
colors from yellow-green and green, to orange,
brownish reds and oranges, and red.
According to USGS publication SP-14-95, “Garnet
is a family of minerals having similar physical and
crystalline properties. They all have the same
general chemical formula, A3B2(SiO4)3, where A can
be calcium, magnesium, ferrous iron, or
manganese, and B can be aluminum, ferric iron, or
chromium, or in rare instances, titanium.” Another
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handy thing about their fact sheet is that it lists
garnet occurrences in the U.S., by state.

The Mineral Information Institute's website, mii.org,
has some helpful summaries of the industrial uses
of garnet, including: “Garnet is ground to a variety of
sizes to be used as an abrasive. Garnet sandpaper
was the original application of this mineral. It is also
used to make a number of similar products, including
sanding belts, discs, and strips. Today, the vast
majority of garnet is used as an abrasive blasting
material, for water filtration, in a process called water
jet cutting, and to make abrasive powders.”

http://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/commodity/
gemstones/sp14-95/garnet.html
A search on the mindat.org site for “garnet” gave up
28 matches (names including “garnet”), none of
which were recognized as mineral species. Thanks
a lot, mindat! They do have pages for the various
particular gem varieties such as andradite,
grossular, spessartine, pyrope and almandine,
where we can learn that “garnet” is a silicate
material, and its hardness seems to range from 6.5
– 7 (andradite and grossular) to 6.5 – 7 (uvarovite)
and 6.5 – 7.5 (spessartine) to 7.5 (pyrope) and 7 –
7.5 (almandine) range.
Garnet crystals are isometric, that is, their facet
faces are all the same. At least, I think that's what it
means.

Regarding crystal structure, well, I thought this
looked neat but I still don't get it. Copied from the
website cited at the end of this last section.

Closed Isometric Forms
There are several crystal forms in the cubic crystal
system that are common in diamond, garnet,
spinel and other "symmetrical" gemstones. These
forms include:

One of my favorite types of garnet is one of the
African varieties: a color change garnet! Found in
East Africa and Madagascar, this gem changes
from reddish under incandescent light to blue-green
in daylight or fluorescent light. Image courtesy of
http://www.palagems.com/color_change.htm

• Hexahedron

(Pyrite)
• Octahedron (Diamond, Spinel)
• Tetrahedron (Tetrahedrite)
• Dodecahedron (Rhombic - Garnet)
• Hexoctahedron (Diamond)

In the Adirondack Mountains of New York, you can
tour Barton Garnet Mine at Gore Mountain, NY, and
see the red glitter of garnet all around you. One
would need to do more research to find the current
situation for field trip planning, however there are
apparently places there where one can find nice
gemmy crystals, as well as the industrial stuff which
is what I (Lizzie) saw when we were there some
years back.

A hexahedron (cube) has eight points, six faces,
and twelve edges that are perpendicular to each
other, forming 90 degree angles. An octahedron
has two four sided pyramids lying base to base,
and is totally symmetrical with no top, or bottom
and has eight faces. A tetrahedron has four
equilateral triangular faces.

Mindat somewhat redeems itself by having this to
say about the Barton locality: Garnet (abrasives)
mines operated by Barton Mines Company, LLC, first
on Gore Mountain (until 1983), and then Ruby
Mountain, which is currently being mined. Henry
Hudson Barton began mining garnet on Gore
Mountain for use as abrasives in 1878. Tours of Pit #1
of the Gore Mountain mine are conducted for a fee
and some collecting is permitted.

A dodecahedron has 12 faces and there are four
types of dodecahedrons listed in order of
descending symmetry: 1. Symmetrical
pentagonal (five edged polygons) dodecahedrons,
2. Asymmetrical (tetartoid) pentagonal
dodecahedrons, 3. Delta (four edged polygons)
dodecahedrons, and 4. Rhombic dodecahedrons.
A Hexoctahedron is a multi-faceted
dodecahedron with 48 triangular faces.
www.allaboutgemstones.com/crystal_forms.ht
ml

Garnet on Gore Mountain occurs in both garnet
amphibolite and olivine meta-gabbro. On Ruby
Mountain the rock is garnet-rich gabbroic anorthosite.
The garnets can have some gemmy portions, but
unfortunately cleavage planes divide the crystals into
thin (few mm) slices. Nevertheless, in 1969, the then
Governor of New York, Nelson Rockefeller, made the
Barton garnet the New York State Gem Stone.
http://www.mindat.org/loc-16747.html

VIA The Danburite for January 2012 Vol 62 no 1
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disbursed by the glacier that scrapped through
the older crater. Papunen (1969) began
plotting the location of the pits in which
rockhounds were finding agates. Those pits
formed a distinct trail leading north. Using the
known direction of glacial movement in that
area, he was able to trace the agates back to
what he thought was the buried site of the
crater. Drilling and geophysical work verified
that there was in fact a buried crater there. This
crater came to be called the Lake Saaksjarvi
crater, and turned out to be 5 kilometers
across. None of it outcropped at the surface.

Agate Hunters Point Way to an
Impact Crater
by Dr. Bill Cordua, University of WisconsinRiver Falls

A recent study by Karla Kinnunene and Krisitan
Lindqvist (1998) of the Finnish Geological
Survey investigated whether these agates
were different from agates formed in other
environments. They found that the impact
agates were similar in all measured physical,
chemical and structural aspects to those
agates formed in sedimentary or volcanic
environments. Consequently, the presence of
agates in an area such as ours, where agates
from other sources are widely distributed in the
glacial drift will not be useful in identifying the
location of buried asteroid impact sites. In other
areas, where agates aren’t ordinarily found in
the bedrock, agates may form a useful
“pathfinder” mineral pointing the way to the
discovery of more impact structures.

Recognition that some agates can form in
rocks produced from the impact of an asteroid
on the earth has lead Finnish geologists to the
site of a previously unrecognized impact crater.
This is one example of how observations made
by rock hounds can lead to a major scientific
discovery. Finland is a bit like Minnesota and
Wisconsin in that much of it is covered by
glacial sediments, with little bedrock exposed.
In the 1960’s rock-hounds began finding
agates in the gravel pits north of Helsinki.
These were attractive banded nodules up to 2
inches across. Their color bands ranged from
white to red to brown to reddish orange.
Chlorite and various zeolites minerals,
particularly mordenite were associated. Unlike
Minnesota and Wisconsin, the bedrock of
Finland was not volcanic, consisting mostly of
schist, gneiss and granite which do not bear
agates. The bedrock source of these agates
was unknown, and constituted a major
mystery.

References:
Kinnunen, K and Lindqvist, K., 1998, “Agate as
an indicator of impact structures: an example
from Saaksjarvi, Finland,” Meteoritics and
Planetary
Sciences, vol. 33, #1, p. 7-12. Papunen, H.,
1969, “Possible impact metamorphic textures
in the erratics of the Lake Saaksjarvi area,
Finland,” Bull.
Geol. Soc. Finland, vol. 41, p. 151-155.

A Finnish geologist, H. Papunen, noted that the
agates were found with chunks of other rocks
that were typical of those found in craters
formed by asteroid impact with the earth.
Rocks melted by such a powerful event would
form gas bubbles just like those in
conventionally formed lava flows. These gas
bubbles could then easily be filled later on by
agate-forming solutions. The agates, being so
hard and chemically resistant were much more
likely to survive weathering and erosion than
the typical rocks formed by such impact.
Consequently the agates would be widely

Via LOESS Bulletin October 2014, Volume
XXVII, No. 9
------------- >oo\<
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Bench Tips by Brad Smith

allowing the plunger to be slowly withdrawn.
Once the solder is out of tube, you can easily
add the vaseline, mix it up, and spoon it back
into the syringe.

==================================

SAWING SMALL TUBING
When making a hinged bracelet, I needed to
cut 16 pieces of small diameter silver tubing.
These were to be just approximate lengths and
trimmed to final size after soldering. Not
having a tube cutter, I had trouble holding the
tubing on the bench pin while trying to saw
through it.

More Bench Tips by Brad Smith are at
facebook.com/BenchTips/
or see
Get all 101 of Brad’s bench tips in "Bench Tips for
Jewelry Making" on Amazon

http://amazon.com/dp/0988285800/
------------- >oo\<
☯ >/oo< -------------

So here's what I did. I drilled a hole in the side
of the bench pin just large enough for the
tubing to slide into and almost as deep as the
length of cut tubing I wanted. Sawing became
quick and easy. With my free hand, I inserted
the tubing and held it from rotating while
sawing off each length.
_

The Mushroom
by Ellery Borow, EFMLS Safety Chair

Least one think this article is about mycology
or perhaps a discussion of the various aspects
of gourmet fungi, I’d like to set the record
straight. We are instead covering the topic of
rock chisels - specifically the mushroom head
often formed on well used chisels.

SECRET INGREDIENT

No doubt most folks have heard the expression
“chisel with a mushroom head”. The
expression refers to the look of a chisel head
depicted in Figure 1. The condition results from
extensive impact on its driven (head) end over
an extended period of hammering. When a
mushroom head forms on a chisel, it is unsafe
to use. The deformed metal has workhardened and become brittle. Parts of that
brittle metal may break off upon impact and
strike the hand, fingers, arm or face.

Those of us who use paste solders sometimes
find an old tube has dried out. There should be
some way to recondition it, but what to use?
Calling tech support at the suppliers didn't work
for me. Either they don't know what the
ingredient is or won't tell you the secret.
None of us likes to waste an expensive
material, especially at $16 - 20 a tube, so I've
often experimented with ways to rejuvenate it.
Mixing in a liquid flux doesn't work. When the
liquid starts to boil off, it spatters the solder in
all directions.

The common solution to the formation of a
mushroom head on a chisel is to carefully grind
away the deformed metal from the chisel’s
head. Some folks cease their grinding
operation when the chisel reaches the look of
that shown in Figure 2. The figure shows a nice
right-angle shape end with squared-off edges.
This too is not a recommended condition for a
chisel. Those sharp right angle corners are
easily broken off and may still cause injury to
the user.

But after several failed experiments I finally
found a way that does work. My secret
ingredient is vaseline petroleum jelly. Mix in
just enough to restore the consistency to
something that's usable. If you use too much,
the lump of solder will flow over a wide area as
soon as the torch starts heating it.
If your solder is in a syringe, it can be a little
difficult to get the plunger out. I find the easiest
way is to poke a hole through the solder from
the tip to the rubber plunger (a bur shaft was
the right size for my tube). The hole allows air
to enter between the solder and the plunger,

The properly ground head will have a small
bevel around its perimeter, as shown in Figure
3. If one were to look at new chisels in a
hardware store, one would note their driven
5

designed to strike the relatively soft (and all
too-easily bent) metal of a nail. Please do not
use carpenter’s hammers with rock chisels.
Disaster is always over the hill - it’s never a
good idea to send it an invitation to come on
by!
For this month’s safety refresher, please
review Jim Doran’s fine article on letting
someone know where you are when you go
collecting from the June-July 2010 issue of the
EFMLS News, which if you do not happen to
have is available on the EFMLS website at
www.amfed.org/efmls. Click on the “Newsletter’
tab and then download the issue. It will arrive
as a pdf file.

end (head) always has a small bevel around its
head with no square corners to break off.
On the working end of our rock chisels what we
usually find, after long periods of hard use, is a
somewhat dulled point. We do not find a mushroomed point. Instead of mushrooming, the
once sharp point or edge has rounded over as
depicted in Figures 4 and 5. The procedure for
restoring the sharp edge is too carefully
(without over-heating the metal) re-grind the
point so that it once again exhibits its original
edge profile.
Why does one end form a mushroom and the
other end just dulls? The answer is metallurgy.
The metal in a chisel’s business end (point)
has been treated to make it tough and
relatively hard. The struck end of the chisel has
been treated to make it a relatively softer metal
than the point. We want the point to stay sharp
so that it performs its intended purpose. We
want the head to be softer so that when struck,
it will purposely deform or mushroom. The
reason for this is that it is preferable to have
the head of a chisel deform instead of the
relatively more expensive head of a rock
hammer or maul.

Be mindful of those mushrooms - they can grow on
you, and remember, your safety matters.
Figure 1
Figure 2
Figure 3

Figure 4

One almost never sees a mushroom head on a
rock hammer or pick. Instead, one is more apt
to see a well-worn surface rather than a
mushroomed surface.

Figure 5

A chisel then is quite the metallurgical marvel.
The first important side note - when grinding
away those mushroom heads or dull points
prior to your next collecting trip, please
remember to wear those all-important safety
glasses and keep your hands well protected
with gloves. Grinding often creates sparks that
can bounce in any direction and toward your
eyes. Also, grinding metal heats it to quite a
degree (or two) ! Best bet is to keep the metal
cool - and wear gloves for additional protection.

gure 1

Via EFMLS News --November, 2011

------------- >oo\<

The second important side note - it is never,
ever safe to use a carpenter’s hammer to strike
a rock chisel. A carpenter’s hammer is not
designed to strike the type of hard steel found
in a rock chisel. Carpenter’s hammers are
6
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2015 Officers and Directors
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Director (3-year)
Director (2-year)
Director (1-year)

Craig Moore
Brett Henderson
Kellie Moore
Mike Pepping
Connie Huber
John Oostenryk
Mary Foulk

the submitter's name will be withheld or a pseudonym
may be used at the submitter's request. The deadline for
all submitted work is the 20th of the month before it is to
be published. Late and\or unused entries may be
published in later issue.

(563) 445-3034
(309) 626-0107
(563) 445-3034
(309) 796-1719
(563) 355-7131
(563) 212-0565
(309) 764-1473

Looking forward to receiving an article from
you!
Editor: Kellie Moore 718 Franklin Ave, Davenport, IA
52806.

Committee Chairpersons
Membership
Publicity
Youth Group
Rock Show
Chair
Rock Show CoChair
Scholarship
Bulletin Editor
MWF Liaison

Kellie Moore
Craig Moore
Vacant
Kellie Moore

(563) 445-3034
(563) 445-3034

Disclaimer: The conclusions and opinions expressed in
Smoke Signals are those of the authors and do not

(563) 445-3034

necessarily represent those of the Officers, Editor, or
members of the club.

Craig Moore

(563) 445-3034

Board of
Directors
Kellie Moore
Vacant

(563) 445-3034

Copyright © 2015 by the Black Hawk Gem & Mineral
Club, Inc. With the exception of items that are
specifically copyrighted by their authors, other clubs
may use material published in Smoke Signals as long as
proper credit is given and the meaning or sense of the
material is not changed.

(563) 445-3034

The purpose of this non-profit organization is to promote
interest in collecting, studying and working with gems
and minerals and fossils. Organized in 1955, the Black
Hawk Club joined the Midwest Federation of
Mineralogical & Geological Societies in 1959. It is also
a member of the American Federation of Mineralogical
Societies. Meetings are held on the third Wednesday of
every month, September through May at 6:00P.M. in the
Hauberg Civic Center, 1300 24th Street, Rock Island, IL.
Picnics are held at various locations during June, July,
and August. Annual Dues: Individual Membership:
$15.00, Senior Couples: $12.00, Senior Individual:
$10.00, Family: $20.00.

Visit us at:
www.blackhawkgemandmineralclub.com
Affiliations
Midwest Federation of Mineralogical & Geological
Societies
http://www.amfed.org/mwf/
American Federation of Mineralogical Societies
http://www.gamineral.org/afms.htm

Newsletter Submissions:
Please send submissions for publication
(announcements, photographs, notes, letters, articles,
etc.) in the Smoke Signals newsletter to the Editor no
later than the first day of the previous month. For
example, August 1 for the September issue. Advance
items are appreciated. Material may be e-mailed to
Kellie Moore at kalsinean1@aol.com, or submitted via
the U.S. Mail:
Kellie Moore
718 Franklin Ave
Davenport, IA 52806
If e-mailing an article, it may be included within the
body of the e-mail message or sent as an attachment.
Copyrighted material submitted for publication must be
accompanied by a written release from the copyright
holder. All material submitted is subject to editing. No
anonymous submissions will be considered; however,

------------- >oo\<
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Answers to the gemstone quiz:
1) C - Beauty - If it’s not Beautiful, no one would want it!
2) D - October - The Opal has constantly changing Colors!
3) A - Its Resistance to Scratching!
4) B - Aquamarine - Transparent Beryl is very Water-like!
5) B - No - Minerals are made in Nature! Synthetics are made in the
Laboratory!
6) A - True - None have ever been found mixed with Gold!
7) A - True - It was added to the Official Birthstone List just a couple
of years ago!
8) D - Steel Grey
9) B - No - Color can change so much depending on the lighting
used... Daylight, Fluorescents, Light Bulbs...
10) C - Black - Black is not a Hue, Black is a Tone!

------------- >oo\<
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